Par. 1b Page 180  Secure radio and wire telephone communications should be the primary means of tactical communication. (Note: this is clearly indicated in the reference paragraph but not specifically stated).

Par. 3b Page 183 Development of speech security equipment should have highest priority. The indiscriminate use of voice transmission by wire and radio has caused our lack of signal security to be termed "The enemy's secret weapon". It is mandatory that the highest precedence be assigned the development of speech security equipment suitable for use in ground forces on radio circuits. A corresponding but less imperative requirement exists for speech security equipment for use on telephone circuits."

Par. 8 Page 185 Wire and radio teletypewriters with security devices should be provided as far forward as the infantry battalion.

Principles which should govern development of air-ground communication and identification equipment:

* Taken from section headed "COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT - ANNEX B"